The Power of Change

2015 Annual Report

“With every choice we make, each of
us has the potential to have a positive
impact on the world. Just as forests can
spring forth from the tiniest seed, what
may seem a small gesture can grow
into a powerful force for change.”

A Letter From Jane

Dear Friends,

2015 was an exciting year for the Jane Goodall Institute and
for me. We were making real progress for the well-being of
chimpanzees and of the world we all share. Though all the work
JGI has accomplished this year couldn’t possibly fit in the pages
of this slim report, I hope to share some of 2015’s particularly
special moments in the pages to come. And there were so many
special moments.

JGI has always been committed to using technology to aid
our conservation efforts, and this year was no exception. Our
research team led by Dr. Lilian Pintea, in partnership with the
University of Maryland and funded by NASA, has used high
resolution Landsat satellite images and modeling, enhanced by
crowd-sourced data, to gain a bird’s-eye view of the chimpanzee
range in Africa. With this new vantage point, our brilliant conservationists are better able to examine changes and
trends in chimpanzee habitat suitability and health.

This year marked the 55th anniversary of research at
Gombe. When I first arrived on the shores of Lake
Tanganyika in 1960 to begin my research, there
was no way of knowing what would come out of it.
Now, 55 years later, the Gombe Stream Research
Center has been the site of countless studies and
has produced more than 460 publications. It is my
dearest hope that this important work will continue
long into the future.

And finally, we finished the year with a celebration
of the world’s youth. JGI with our partner Mission
Blue, unveiled the Tapestry of Hope at UN climate
conference in Paris. With the help of Esri, this
interactive map shows the location and details of
projects led by our young people across the globe.
It really is a stunning testament to these young
people’s commitment to making the world a better
place, and it represents the community of support
we are so thankful to have.

2015 also saw the continued expansion of Tchimpounga Chimpanzee Rehabilitation Center onto
our island sanctuary sites in the Kouilou River. Construction
of the fencing and buildings on Ngombe Island is progressing
nicely, and we hope to be able to announce that at least 100
chimps have been transferred to their new island homes in
next year’s annual report.

I hope we carry these successes with us as we move into 2016.
Though we face great challenges ahead, I know a bright future is
possible for our planet. With every choice we make, each of us
has the potential to have a positive impact on the world. Just as
forests can spring forth from the tiniest seed, what may seem a
small gesture can grow into a powerful force for change.

In addition, we have been working hard on updating our Conservation Action Plan for the Democratic Republic of Congo to
protect the country’s precious biodiversity. By bringing together
national, regional and local stakeholders and employing new
industry standards in conservation planning, we have been better
able to orient our work in this region for the greatest impact.

Thank you so much for your support, and I hope you will continue
to walk with me on this journey to a better world.

Dr. Jane Goodall

“Together we can make a difference.”

The Jane Goodall Institute
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Our Programs

CONSERVATION SCIENCE

HEALTHY HABITATS

We use the latest technologies to solve some of the
world’s toughest conservation challenges. These tools
enable us to monitor habitat suitability, track the
movement of primates, and monitor human impact
on critical habitats

We work with local communities and governmental
and organizational partners to develop and implement conservation action plans for key chimpanzee
habitat to support the genetic and cultural diversity
of chimpanzees in the wild.

PUBLIC AWARENESS & ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION

POLICY & ADVOCACY

ROOTS & SHOOTS

When Jane Goodall speaks, people listen. We use
our voice as an organization to speak up on the
issues that matter for the long-term well-being of
humans, other animals and the planet we all share.

Our global youth leadership program flourishes
in some 100 countries. Through Roots & Shoots,
participants identify and address problems in their
communities, while becoming the compassionate
leaders our planet needs.

GENDER, HEALTH & CONSERVATION

PRIMATE RESEARCH

SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS

We empower young women through education and
by providing access to family planning, high-quality
healthcare and clean water. Equipped with these
tools, they can create a better future for themselves,
their families and the environment.

Building on Dr. Goodall’s pioneering research at
Gombe Stream Research Center, we continue to
learn about wild chimpanzee populations and lead
ground-breaking research on mandrills and other
primates at sites across the chimpanzee range.

We work with communities living in or near
chimpanzee habitat to launch alternative livelihood
projects that improve their incomes and their
capacity to take care of natural resources.

Poaching and trafficking for the bushmeat and exotic
pet trades are some of the biggest threats facing
chimpanzees. We help communities understand and
adhere to the laws that protect these species.

PROTECTING CHIMPANZEES & OTHER
GREAT APES
At Tchimpounga Sanctuary in the Republic of
Congo and in areas across Tanzania, Uganda, DRC
and Congo, JGI works to protect chimpanzees and
other great apes against disease transmission, illegal
hunting and poaching, and human-wildlife conflict.

The Jane Goodall Institute promotes
understanding and protection of great
apes and their habitat and builds on
the legacy of Dr. Jane Goodall, our
founder, to inspire individual action
by young people of all ages to help
animals, other people and to protect
the world we all share.

Tchimpounga Sanctuary

Programs: Protecting Chimpanzees and Other Great Apes; Public Awareness and Environmental Education

A Safe Haven for A Second Chance

Together with our friends around the world, JGI is working
for the day when chimpanzees can live in the wild without the
threats of illegal trafficking and hunting. Until that day comes,
there is Tchimpounga.

Program Update: Island Sanctuaries
Island Sanctuaries In 2008, we began looking
Republic of the
at three islands within the Tchimpounga Nature
Congo
Reserve for the natural protection they provide:
Tchibebe
Tchibebe, Tchindzoulou and Ngombe. By 2017,
Tchindzoulou
we plan to transfer more than 100 chimpanzees
Ngombe
Tchimpounga
to live in this much more natural forested
Animal
environment, while still receiving care from
Sanctuary
South
Tchimpounga’s veterinary staff and caregivers
Atlantic
nearby. The waters of the Kouilou River provide
Ocean
a natural barrier to keep chimpanzees safe
from bushmeat hunters, encroaching development, wild chimpanzees and other threats. Looking forward, the islands’
undisturbed forests will provide a wealth of food and habitat to support
healthy, secure living in a near-wild environment for the chimpanzees we
hope to release.

Established by JGI in 1992, the Tchimpounga Chimpanzee
Rehabilitation Center provides sanctuary to sick, malnourished
and injured orphan chimpanzees rescued from markets and
homes by local authorities in the Republic of Congo.

Today, Tchimpounga is the largest chimpanzee sanctuary in
Africa, with a commitment to its residents for life. Donations to
JGI fund its operations and maintenance, playing a critical role
in supporting law enforcement efforts to reduce illegal hunting
and trafficking of great apes. Because no matter how many laws
we make, they can’t be enforced without a safe place for the
chimpanzees who are rescued in the process.

A day in the life
Today, more than 150 chimpanzees live at Tchimpounga, where
they are given at second chance at life. If there is such a thing as
an average day at this remarkable place, it is filled with exploration, interaction and caring. Older chimpanzees have access to
outdoor enclosures where they can socialize with each other in
natural habitat. Younger chimpanzees can make trips into the
forest to swing from trees under the watchful eyes of caregivers.
Such outings are important steps in readying young chimpanzees
for possible reintroduction into the wild. All return for meals and
a safe night in spacious enclosures. More than 50 staff members,
many of them local, provide routine and veterinary care, maintain housing, and care for the areas that allow the chimpanzees
to be chimpanzees.

Tchimpounga also benefits its surrounding communities by
supporting local development projects such as the construction
of wells for clean drinking water, and by shopping at local
markets to procure the fresh produce that makes up most of
the chimpanzees’ diet.

Three answers to end trafficking
We know there is no single solution to ending all the threats to
Africa’s great apes. But there is a holistic solution that weaves
together sanctuary, law enforcement, and education in close
cooperation with local communities. Through Tchimpounga,
we provide the essential sanctuary that law enforcement needs
to in order to save confiscated chimpanzees, who often arrive
traumatized and injured.

We also work to inform and engage the community with bold
education and awareness campaigns on the laws protecting great
apes and the value of conserving them and their habitat. Since
we launched our campaigns across the nation, confiscation rates
of orphaned chimpanzees have dramatically decreased. In the
Pointe Noire and Kouilou region, which previously accounted for
23 percent of all confiscations, there have been none at all. Still,
with a life expectancy of about 60 years, many of the chimpanzees
currently living in the sanctuary will be around for at least another
half century. And so will Tchimpounga.

THREE ANSWERS TO END TRAFFICKING

1.

2.

Sanctuary

Law Enforcement

3.
Education

The Jane Goodall Institute
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The Power of Partnership

Programs: Protecting Chimpanzees and Other Great Apes; Gender, Health & the Environment; Healthy Habitats

Saving the Great Apes of the Congo

JGI’s conservation efforts go where the chimpanzees are. And
no place on earth is home to more of them than the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC).

Program Update: Open Standards
Open Standards In 2015, JGI became a member of the Conservation
Measures Partnership, a group of NGOs who have established the Open
Standards for the Practice of Conservation. These standards provide
conservation NGOs with a common language and set of measurements
to use when evaluating conservation progress. The DRC CAP was one of
the first major projects where JGI made use of the Open Standards. As a
multi-partner and multi-stakeholder initiative, establishing this common language will ensure that the CAP can achieve reliable conservation success.

In the eastern DRC, roughly 38,000 chimpanzees and thousands
of other great apes are endangered by a complex web of human
activity—including civil unrest, deforestation from illegal mining,
unsustainable agricultural development, and illegal hunting and
trafficking. Widespread poverty is part of the conservation crisis.
Clearly, any successful conservation plan must improve life for
the people as well as their fellow beings.
Many hands, one goal
In 2010, JGI convened a group of partners and stakeholders to
develop the first conservation action plan (CAP) for great apes
in the eastern DRC. Our goal: to protect chimpanzees, Grauer’s
gorillas and other great apes across 66 million acres of the habitat they depend on. JGI coordinates this multi-partner coalition
at the local, regional and national levels. We need each other’s
know-how and resources to succeed on the scale of the region,
which is roughly the size of Colorado.

Improving the lives of women and girls is the answer to
strengthening entire communities in the DRC. Together with
our funding partners, we are building schools to eliminate gender
disparity and creating healthcare centers that combine OB/GYN
facilities with traditional birthing features. We also provide
family planning training and methods that would otherwise be
unavailable, increasing overall family health and incomes.

Going farther together
In 2015, JGI took a close look at the CAP’s performance to date
with a group of key conservation stakeholders. While our goals
haven’t changed, we updated the strategies, research and activities
needed to accomplish them based on what we know five years
into the 10-year plan.

Our work in the DRC benefits from everything we’ve learned
from our first major CAP in Tanzania. This time around, we have
been able to apply all that know-how and proven best practices.
We also benefit from advances in satellite technology, which enables us to remotely gather habitat data from distant, sometimes
dangerous, areas and map it for better decision-making, monitoring and public awareness.

Everywhere JGI works, the well-being of people and chimpanzees are inextricably connected. In the DRC, we are committed
to making this connection a mutual strength that supports strong
communities, the healthy habitat great apes need, and a more
peaceful future for all.

Putting people at the heart of conservation
In addition to coordinating the many coalition partners, JGI
works directly with communities to improve sustainable livelihoods, healthcare and education.

We combat poverty and hunger by sharing sustainable agricultural methods. We are expanding local livelihoods and reducing
dependency on bushmeat by building demonstration plots for
chicken farming, fish farming and cow sheds. We provide the
equipment to protect community water supplies, reducing
water-borne illnesses and childhood mortality.

The Jane Goodall Institute
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In order to support significant
populations of chimpanzees,
JGI works at the landscape scale.
We focus on protecting vital
corridors by weaving together
a network of community reserves
and national protected areas
that connect communities of
chimpanzees, improving genetic
viability of the species across its
entire range.

REPUBLIC
OF THE CONGO
Tchimpounga
Chimpanzee
Rehabilitation Center

Gombe Stream
Research Center
TANZANIA

Celebrating Gombe

Program: Primate Research

55 Years of Discovery

There will always be something new to learn about chimpanzees.

Update: Advancing Knowledge

It has been 55 years since Jane first arrived at the Gombe Stream
Research Center to begin her field research, and the world has
learned much from what she has discovered in that time. She
immersed herself in their habitat, experiencing their complex
society as a neighbor rather than a distant observer. And she
came to understand them not only as a species, but as individuals
with emotions and long-term bonds. Her discovery at Gombe
that chimpanzees make and use tools is considered one of the
greatest achievements of twentieth-century scholarship.

Advancing Knowledge Just in the last year, Gombe scientists produced
more than 15 publications, advancing knowledge and public awareness.
Researchers employed new non-invasive methods of examining chimpanzee
health, investigated the effects of maternal stress on infants, and further
examined the impacts of Simian Immunodeficiency Virus (SIV) on chimps.

Because of Jane, we have learned that chimpanzees are intelligent, social and resourceful beings who have much in common
with us—including 98.6 percent of our DNA. We hope that the
research at Gombe continues for another 55 years, carrying on
Jane’s legacy of curiosity, determination and kindness toward our
closest relatives.

The early days
To celebrate Gombe’s 55-year milestone, Jane looked back on her
life’s work at the center and how it has changed over the years.
“The research center grew gradually, which became increasingly
necessary as more and more chimpanzees were attracted to the
area,” she said. “Initially, we lived in tents. Then the National
Geographic Society funded the construction of some prefab
aluminum buildings, known as uniports. Thus was the research
‘center’ founded.”
Gombe has come a long way since those early days. The center
carries on the world’s longest-running study of chimpanzee
behavior. Every year brings important new advances in our
mission to further basic science, conserve chimpanzees, train
Tanzanian scientists, and share our discoveries with the world.

In 2015, we also advanced the use of satellite imagery and GIS
technology to aid in great ape research and conservation. For the
first time in Gombe history, Chuck Chaapel from DigitalGlobe
build an extremely accurate Digital Surface Model for the Greater
Gombe Ecosystem at 0.5 meter resolution that will serve as a key
building block for successful mapping of trees, habitat modeling
and 3D visualization.
Over the years, the center’s chimps-in-residence have become
quite the celebrities. Today, the celebrated F-Family lineage that
Jane studied is carried on by Gremlin. This, “super mom” is the
matriarch of her group, and gave birth to the rare pair of chimpanzee twins, Golden and Glitter. The twin sisters have been
exploring the forests together and are now moms themselves.

Hugo van Lawick and Jane at Gombe, 1960s

Golden and Glitter’s mother Gremlin
with her infant son Grendel.
The Jane Goodall Institute
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Mapping Habitat With NASA

Program: Conservation Science

New Insight Into Conservation Decisions

Of the many threats chimpanzees face in the wild, loss of habitat
is one of the most irreversible. Chimpanzees depend on healthy
forests and woodlands, where they build nests and find the fruits
and plants that make up most of their diet. Once habitat is lost,
it is impossible or difficult and costly to get it back.

The “Jane Index”
Habitat Suitability Modeling In 2015, as part of our new Decision Support
System (DSS), we finalized a habitat suitability model that allows us to map
the potential of a particular habitat for chimpanzees. This model analyzes
12 critical parameters mostly derived from satellite imagery—including
elevation, tree canopy cover, tree heights, distance to the forest edge and
forest loss. Using these variables, we can measure the suitability of a habitat
and can map changes in its health over time.

Conserving healthy chimpanzee habitat is at the heart of JGI’s
mission. In order to develop the most effective conservation
strategies, we need to know where chimpanzees live and
understand the complex web of human activities that threatens
a particular habitat. We must look across time as well as place,
because habitat threats shift with changes in human land use,
population and the environment. Finally, we want to evaluate the
success of our conservation strategies and actions. How effective
are we being on the ground?

Habitat suitability modeling guides JGI and our partners in investing time
and resources where we can make the greatest positive impact. And
because chimpanzees are a keystone species, what’s good for them is
good for many other species, too.

“This is not just science to generate knowledge,” says Dr. Lilian
Pintea, vice president of conservation science at JGI and principal investigator of the core research team. “We are developing
actionable information to improve conservation decisions.”

An eye-opening view across time and place
All of this critical information has come into finer focus since
we teamed up with NASA and the University of Maryland in
2014 to develop a Decision Support System (DSS). The system
provides an unprecedented level of spatial detail, temporal
coverage and geographic range. It allows us to monitor habitat
health annually across the entire 2.5 million square kilometers
of chimpanzee range in Africa with 30-meter resolution satellite
imagery—a huge advance over the previous limits of fivekilometer resolution completed once in ten years. It all adds up
to a sharper and more up-to-date view from the sky of what’s
happening on the ground.

Indeed, Dr. Pintea says, the fate of chimpanzees may depend
on how skillfully we humans use information generated by these
powerful new decision-making tools to scale up our habitat
conservation efforts in the most cost-effective ways.
“The future of conservation depends on learning what
strategies actually work and how to scale them up across the
entire range. This can’t happen without a view from space
delivered by a Decision Support System like this. The science
and technology behind it are major ingredients enabling us to
scale up our successes.”

The DSS maps give us rich new insight by integrating multiple
sources of information: NASA’s Landsat satellite observations;
JGI’s new habitat suitability model; and crowd-sourced field
data collected by local communities and rangers using Android
smartphones and tablets. The system brings together these layers
of data with mapping technology that shows habitat status and
trends across a far broader sweep of time and place.

“This is not just science to generate knowledge.
We are developing actionable information
to improve conservation decisions.”

Conserving habitat at a whole new scale

In 2015, we began using the DSS to inform conservation
action plans facilitated and implemented by JGI and partners in
Tanzania and the Democratic Republic of Congo. We also took
time to understand how managers make conservation decisions
in order that we might develop and share information in ways
that are most useful to them.
The Jane Goodall Institute
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The future of conservation
depends on learning what
strategies actually work and
how to scale them up across
the entire range. The science
and technology behind it are
major ingredients enabling us
to scale up our successes.

Roots & Shoots

Program: Roots & Shoots

What does hope look like?

Putting Hope on the Map

In Mongolia, it looks like Civilized Caveman Day, when
everyone in school turns off unnecessary lights to highlight the
link between the use of coal-fired electricity and the air pollution
in Ulaanbaatar.

In Mashhad, Razavi Khorasan, it looks like the first Nature
School in Iran, where children plant trees, manage a small farm,
and learn to care for the environment.
In Grand Island, Nebraska, it looks like Parking Lot Prairies
that replace the wasted outdoor spaces at school.

Each of these stories, together with 1,697 others, is an indelible thread in the Tapestry of Hope, an online interactive map
powered by Esri’s Story Map technology. This magical map
documents the locations and stories of local projects around the
globe—creative ideas and clever solutions by young leaders of
our Roots & Shoots program who are passionately making the
world we all share a better place through local projects.

Powered by Esri Story Map technology, the Tapestry of Hope is an online
interactive map of our world with thousands of stories to explore and inspire.
Green pinpoints on the map represent Roots & Shoots youth-led projects to
protect our world. Blue pinpoints represent Mission Blue’s “Hope Spots,”
which outline areas of protection and aid for ocean life.

For more than a decade, Esri Story Map technology has helped
JGI think and plan geographically to advance our conservation
work across Africa. Now, thanks to Esri’s visualization technology, the Tapestry of Hope gives the world an interactive
snapshot of change in action that anyone can access to see
ingenious solutions from young innovators all around the planet.
It brings into view the collective impact of the remarkable
work our Roots & Shoots members are doing in thousands of
communities, illustrating the power of youth to make change.
Seeing is not only believing; the map’s visualization technology
is a continual inspiration for more young people to weave their
own communities into this growing tapestry.

Weaving a Tapestry of Hope
The Tapestry of Hope was unveiled December 7, 2015, at the
21st Conference of Parties in Paris by Jane Goodall and JGI
partner, Dr. Sylvia Earle of Mission Blue. JGI is proud to sponsor Tapestry of Hope in collaboration with Mission Blue and its
founder, oceanographer Dr. Sylvia Earle. Dr. Earle focuses on
inspiring the development of a global network of “Hope Spots,”
which are highlighted on the map to show marine protected
areas that support global life-sustaining processes. At a glance,
it gives the viewer an online window into the remarkable work
of Roots & Shoots members across 100 countries. By clicking
on geographical pinpoints, viewers can read stories that spread
the message of hope.

Going forward, the map will be a critical tool for JGI to document, manage, visualize and share the stories of Roots & Shoots
projects that are making a positive difference for people, animals
and the environment. As Roots & Shoots continues to grow
around the world, so will the Tapestry of Hope. This visual
celebration of change at work invites all young people to put
their passion into action and become the change agents to
protect our natural world.

For more than a decade, Esri technology has
helped JGI think and plan geographically to
advance our conservation work across Africa.

The Jane Goodall Institute
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Our Donors

Board Member | Major Donor

Linda Berdine

The Jane Goodall Institute is fortunate to have many donors who have supported our work for decades.
This is certainly true of Linda Berdine,
who serves on JGI’s board of directors as
the chair of the development committee.

More than 20 years ago, while working as
a leader in the technology industry, Linda
connected with Dr. Goodall through
National Geographic, and the two stayed
in touch during Dr. Goodall’s lecture
tours in the United States. In 1992, Linda
traveled to JGI’s U.S. headquarters, then
in Tucson, Arizona, where she helped
develop some of the first materials for
the Roots & Shoots program. She also

supported Dr. Goodall in her goal to use
the advanced technology of handheld
devices for monitoring chimps in a zoo
environment.

Linda’s commitment has only continued
to grow as she works to expand JGI’s
network of supporters. In addition to
providing her own personal support to
JGI through her donations, she works with
the JGI team to build new partnerships
and resources. She is a major force in
helping us realize Dr. Goodall’s vision for
a better world for people, animals and the
future we share.
Corporate Donor

Select Equity Group Foundation
JGI receives support from a diverse array of donors, including corporations
and the individuals who work for them.
For the past six years, the Select Equity
Group Foundation has supported JGI’s
efforts to grow our Roots & Shoots youth
program in New York City. Its support
has enabled JGI to train educators who
are facilitating Roots & Shoots in their
classroom or youth programs, provide
mini-grants to help youth address urgent
community needs, and connect members
so they can recognize the positive change
they are making.

The Jane Goodall Institute
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Select Equity’s grant-making is 100
percent democratic, reflecting the diverse
interests of its employees. It includes a
rigorous research process, applications by
invitation only, site visits and discussions
with an organization’s leadership before
an award can be considered. Select
Equity has awarded more than $20
million in grants to local, national and
international nonprofit organizations in
the areas of civil rights, arts and culture,
education and youth development,
environmental causes, health, human
services, and inter-national development.

Our Donors and Partners

Youth Donor

Kye Masino

Kye Masino is a member of the Roots & Shoots National Youth Leadership Council.
Inspired by his grandmother to become
a philanthropist, Kye supports programs
that help young people thrive and collaborate to create a better tomorrow. More
than ten years ago, Kye established his
foundation, Kye-Yac International,
which has supported more than 100
projects and grown a strong, all-youth
board of directors.

As a member of the National Youth
Leadership Council, Kye has actively
supported the Roots & Shoots program
through his own local efforts. He has
engaged young people in community
mapping and service-learning campaigns
to improve the local environment and
the lives of animals and people nearby.
He believes so strongly in the Roots &
Shoots program that he has provided
significant support through his foundation’s fundraising efforts.

Partner

Esri

JGI’s advances in technology are largely possible thanks to the many companies who provide
their products and technical expertise to help us bring our work to scale.
One such company is Esri, a world leader
in mapping and geospatial information
systems technology.

First and foremost, Esri has always made
available to JGI its top-of-the-line software
products, such as ArcGIS for Desktop,
Pro, Server, and Online. Using these
products, JGI has been able to visualize
and analyze data relevant to conservation
decision-making across our project areas
in the Congo Basin and East Africa.
We have also been able to develop new
dynamic tools, such as the Western
Tanzania Forest Monitoring Dashboard.
The dashboard enables JGI’s stakeholders

in the region to access real-time data
gathered by village forest monitors using
smartphones and tablets.

Esri’s support goes above and beyond
JGI’s efforts to protect great apes and
their habitat. In 2015, Esri helped JGI
develop the Roots & Shoots Tapestry
of Hope, an interactive map illustrating
1,700 youth-led projects from around the
globe. Tapestry of Hope was launched
December 7 at COP21, the United
Nations Climate Change Conference.
Esri’s team has also supported Roots &
Shoots in developing new educational
The Jane Goodall Institute
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resources. These resources encourage
teachers working with young people to
use ArcGIS Online to map their communities and identify the needs they want to
address with their campaigns.

Our Donors
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Isabelle Dorsey

P. Roger Gillette

Michael Jaffe

Glenna A. Dowling and Judith M.
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Errol and Annette Ginsberg

Denise John
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Betty Godard
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Karen Johnson
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Michelle Jolly-Smith

Mary Elliott
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Nancy J. Jones

Elwell Miller Fund

Gayle and Howard Gross

Rachel A. English

Helen and Winston Guest

Fernando Juarez

Evelyn Epstein
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Gale Epstein

Robert S. Hagge

Kenneth Erickson

Nora E. Hanke

Catherine Faver

Lauren W. Hanson

Celia A. Felsher

Helene E. Harding

Walli Finch

Jessie Harris

Diana J. Fiori

Susan Harris

Mitra Fiuzat

Bernadette Hefke

Sabra and Brian Fleck

Mark and Lara Heimann

Alan H. Fleischmann
and Dafna Tapiero
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Michelle Hirsch
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Frances Holland

Doug L. Kotil

Diana B. Holt

Ronald Krumm

Mandana Hormozi

Mary L. Lafler

Michael and Jane Horvitz

Kelly and J. Patrick Landes

Yuan Chen Hsu

Marie Lange
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Peter Laskas
Catherine Latham

Christine Hurlbut
Raye Hurwitz
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Thomas Lemons
Hal Lester
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Marie and Barry Lipman
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Julie A. McConnell
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Our Donors

The Jane Goodall Institute is grateful to the following individuals, corporations and foundations for their support in 2015:
Individual Donors
$1,000 - 4,999, continued

Nuri and John Pierce

John W. Metzger

Barbara Pilert

Pamela J. Miller

Mary L. Poe

Anne C. Morgan

Constantine Polidoroff

Carrie Morgridge

Joan Poor

Larry Morton

Maria Popova

Beth Murphy

Ms. Anne Powell

Thomas J. Myers

Jerilyn Prescott

Maureen Nash

Jo Priest

Judith Naumburg

Patricia and Richard Austin-Puccio

Leslie Neale

Monique Regard

Robert M. Negrini

Elizabeth Reich

Anne Nicol

Thomas Reifsnyder

Vicky Nizri

Sondra Robinson

Mary Lynn Oliver
and William L. Oliver Jr.

John G. Catts and Sheila Roebuck

Arne Olson

Gaile B. Russ

Kay Onstead
Elizabeth Orr
Stephen Orthwein
Cynthia Ostrowski
Margaret Otto
Dr. Lavonne Painter
Fred Parham
Christine Parker
Lynn Parsons
Carol Penner
Donna Perez
Amy and Gary Perlin
Linda and John Petersen
Kathleen Peto
Raymond D. Picciano

Kimberly Christense
and David Sielaff

Meredith C. Turner

Ellin and Michael Simmons

Judy Tyson

Ann and Paul E. Simonds
Nicole Skerry
Shelley Skinner
Linda K. Slaymaker
Catherine Smith
Mary and Tom Smith
Betsy Snyder
Ruth Karl Snyder
Lawrence I. Solomon
Sandra and Stanley Spooner
Diana Stark
Linda L. Stavola
Elizabeth Steele

Mel Malmberg and Joseph Rohde

Nancy Stetson
Elizabeth Stevens

Susan Sakmar

Stephen Stewart

Nimish Sanghrajka

Stifler Family Foundation

Ella and Tedd Saunders

Meredith Stoddard

Herminia Sayre

Pamela and Dave Straley

Michael Scharff

Ruth A. Stricker

Tiffany Schauer

Rebecca and Dan Strode

Pierre F. Schlemel

Patricia Sullivan

Joan Schoenfeld

Denise Szczucki

Leonard M. Schwartz

Marilyn Szulman-Jones

Alan Seem

Ruth Talley

Evalyn Segal

Eugene V. Thaw

Christina Sekaer

Kathleen N. Thomas

Alexander Selz

Karen Anne and Kurt Thomet

Morris Shafter

Carol Thrane

Judy and Gilbert Shelton

Stacey Torigian

Elizabeth Siegler
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Peggy Turner
Richard Urell
Alan Van Norman
Elizabeth Van Vleck
Allan H. Vance
Rebecca Vassallo
William Wardlaw
Lucas Watson
Dr. Amy Wechsler
Cynthia C. Weglarz
Alex and Linda Weiss
Barbara J. Wilhite
Susie Williams
Anna E. Winand
Bonnie Wood
Wendie Wunderwald
Michael Wysocki
Judith Yarmuth
George Yntema
Lance Brendan Young
Sandy Young

Our Donors

Foundations and Trusts

George Lucas Family Foundation

Ray Family Foundation

Organizations

Aaron and Patricia Blumberg
Foundation

The Harry Donenfeld Foundation

The Reidler Foundation

Hoover Family Charitable Fund

The Samuel & Grace Gorlitz

Audubon Commission

Allene & Jerome Lapides
Foundation, Inc.

Houston Zoo, Inc.

Foundation

Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel
Foundation

SEBA Foundation

The Anthony Cerami & Ann Dunne
Foundation for World Health

The James H. Woods Foundation

Simon Edison Foundation Inc.

The Apple Lane Foundation

The Jane Howard Foundation

Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation

Aqualia International Foundation
Ltd.
Arcus Foundation
The Arthur C. Rowe Revocable
Living Trust
Ayco Charitable Foundation
The Barkley Fund
Bernstein Family Foundation
Berwind Fund LLC
Bill Maher Charitable Foundation
Bob and Eileen Gilman Family
Foundation
The Brothers Industry Fund
The Buchanan Foundation
Cedar Elm Fund of The Dallas
Foundation

Select Equity Group Foundation

The Jane Fonda Foundation, Inc.

Simple Actions Family Foundation

The Janis and Alan Menken
Foundation
John M. and Dena Adams Fund
Johnny Carson Foundation
The Josephine Peiser Charitable
Foundation
Karras Clark Family Trust
Kurz Family Foundation
The Kutch Family Fund of the Dallas
Foundation

Suwinski Family Foundation, Inc.

Janet E. Cannon

Tosa Foundation

Estate of Gerald Donald Craig

The Uplands Family Foundation

Mack Dougherty

The Wanda Bobowski Fund

Estate of Ervin N. Martin

The White Pine Fund

Gail Fimple

Whitney Charitable Foundation

Kay Forck

Corporations

M E Gallaher

Discovery Communications, Inc.

The Leibowitz and Greenway Family
Foundation

Disney

Leonora Wurmbrand Wertheimer
Fund

Hackster IO

Esri
Hanky Panky Ltd.
Nature's Path

Clovis Foundation

Luminescence Foundation, Inc.

Disney Conservation Fund

Macricostas Family Foundation

Dohmen Family Foundation, Inc.

Manaaki Foundation

In Kind

The Double Eagle Foundation

Maria Foundation

Blackbridge

Edmond F. Ducommun Foundation

Mariel Foundation

BringCom

Elwell Miller Fund

Marisla Foundation

Digital Globe

Enlightenment Network

McBride Family & Aspen Business
Center Foundation

Esri

Merlin Foundation

Harris Geospatial

Rainbow Investment Company
Wilderness Travel

Google Earth Outreach

Paul Bechtner Foundation
The Pegasus Foundation
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Hugh Callaly

Change the World Fund

The George L. Shields Foundation,
Inc.

World Resources Institute

SOAR Foundation

Lappen Family Foundation

Park Foundation, Inc.

Memphis Zoological Society

Edith A. Baumgart

Louis Leibowitz Charitable Trust

Fletcher Foundation
The George and Fay Young
Foundation

Houston Zoo, Inc.

So Hum Foundation

Boston Financial Management, Inc.

Lewis D. Brounell Charitable Trust

Global Forest Watch Consortium
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Mary Hardman
Angela Harr
Sally Henry
Dorothy Jenney
Anne Kroeger
Arlene Larkin
Lynne Leakey
James K. Norton
Hildegard Ogle
Ruth Seppala
Robert R. Traut
Dianne L. Wilson

Government
National Aeronautics
and Space Administration
US Fish and Wildlife Service
US Agency for
International Development

Board and Offices

JGI Board
Ellen Balaguer
Linda Berdine
Dr. Daniel Carucci
Vivian Lowery Derryck
Alan Fleischmann
Brian Graff, Chair
Dr. Jane Goodall, DBE
George Macricostas
Keith Martin
Bradley McLain
Cindy Mercer
Mary Mapes
Geraldine McManus
Joan Norton
Reed Oppenheimer
Tedd Saunders
Beth Stevens

JGI Global Offices

Madison (Madi) Vorva

JGI Argentina

JGI Senegal

Steve Woodruff

JGI Australia

JGI Singapore

JGI Austria

JGI South Africa

JGI Belgium

JGI South Africa

JGI Canada

JGI Spain

JGI Chile

JGI Sweden

JGI China-Beijing

JGI Switzerland

JGI DRC

JGI Taiwan

JGI Europe

JGI Tanzania

JGI France

JGI Uganda

JGI Germany

JGI UK

JGI Global

JGI USA

JGI Hong Kong

R&S Abu Dhabi

JGI Hungary

R&S China - Chengdu

JGI Italy

R&S China - Shanghai

JGI Japan

R&S Colombia

JGI Nepal

R&S Kenya

JGI Netherlands

R&S Latin America & the Caribbean

JGI New Zealand

R&S Malaysia

JGI Republic of Congo

R&S South Korea
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Financials

Accountability and transparency are important here at the Jane Goodall Institute ( JGI). Annual reports and our financial
filings give us the opportunity to share highlights from our programs, the impact they are making and how we use the
resources provided by our donors to make this work possible. We watch every expense to ensure that as much money
as possible goes to on-the-ground mission-oriented programs. We value the trust and commitment of our donors. We
endeavor every day to deliver real results while maximizing the impact of our donors’ support. The work we do is much
greater than what we can include in any single report.
Please visit our website at janegoodall.org/annualreport for more detailed financial information and history.

■ Contributions & Grants: 93%

Support + Revenue

■ Fees and merchandise: 6%
■ Investment Income: 1%

Total Revenue: $15,224,489

■ Animal Welfare: 81%

Program Expenses

■ Total Program Expenses: 84%

Supporting Expenses

■ Education: 15%
■ Communication: 4%

Total Program Expenses: $11,820,032

■ Fundraising: 8%
■ Management & General: 8%

Total Supporting Expenses: $2,182,074

Total Expenses: $14,002,106
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Roots & Shoots members at Perhentian Community &
Conservation Project design anti-smoking campaign for their
community in Kampung Pulau Perhentian, Malaysia.

The Jane Goodall Institute is a global community
conservation organization that advances the vision and
work of Dr. Jane Goodall. By protecting chimpanzees
and inspiring action to conserve the natural world we
all share, we improve the lives of people, animals and
the environment.
Founded in 1977 by Dr. Goodall, JGI inspires hope
through the collective action of community-centered
conservation, the innovative use of science and
technology, and our Roots & Shoots youth program,
now active in nearly 100 countries around the world.

1595 Spring Hill Road, Suite 550, Vienna, VA 22182 • Phone: 703.682.9220 • Fax: 703.682.9312 • Toll Free: 1800.592.JANE
www.janegoodall.org • www.rootsandshoots.org

The Jane Goodall Institute is a registered 501(c)(3) organization.

